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ABSTRACT 

The penetration of energetic pulsed ablation plumes through ambient gases is experimentally 
characterized to investigate a general phenomenon believed to be important to tilm growth by 
pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Under typical PLD conditions involving background gases, the ion 
tlux in the ablation plume is observed to spiit into distinct fast and slow components over a limited 
range of distances.l.2 The fast component is transmitted with near-initial velocities and high 
kinetic energies, potentially damaging to growing films at these distances. Formation of the 
second. si nificantly-slowed component correlates with the bright contact front3 formation 

yttrium ablation into argon, a single-element target into an inert gas.5 Time-resolved optical 
absorption spectroscopy and optical emission spectroscopy are employed to simultaneously view 
the populations of both excited and ground states of Y and Y+ for comparison with quantitative 
intensified-CCD photography of the visible plume luminescence and ion llux measurements made! 
with fast ion probes during this phenomenon. These measurements confirm that. in addition to the 
bright significantly-slowed front which has been described by shock or drag propagation models1, 
a fast-component of target material is transmitted to extended distances for some ambient pressures 
with near-initial velocities. 

observed13 f in fast ICCD imaging studies. This general effect is explored in detail for the case of 

INTRODUCTION 

The ability of energetic ablation plasma plumes or 'beams' to penetrate low-pressure 
background gases during PLD is a key processing advantage. However, the plume/background- 
gas interaction is a mixture of gas-dynamic and thermal effects which result in nontrivial variations 
of key processing parameters with distance, namely: kinetic energy. density, and temperature. 
Reported here are combined diagnostic measurements of silicon and yttrium ablation plume 
penetration through inert background gases during a key transitional regime in which the ion flux is 
split into distinct fast and slowed components. This apparently general phenomenon occurs over a 
limited range of distances at ambient pressures, including those sometimes used for PLD (as 
reported for YBCO ablation into 0 2 ) .  12%7 This "plume-splitting" is significant because a 'fast' 
component of ions can arrive at the ion probe (or substrate) with little or no delay compared to 
propagation in vacuum (e.g., Y+ kinetic energies in this study were up to 250 eV, and Si+ up to 
2 15 eV). Kools recently employed a Monte Carlo simulation involving elastic collisions to prove 
this possibility.8 However, at longer distances this 'fast' component is completely attenuated, and 
a single, siowed distribution of ions is observed. This 'fast' component is easily overlooked in 
imaging studies because enhanced plume luminescence occurs in the slowed distribution. 

However, the transmitted tlux is readily observed with fast ion probes which pnwide 
convenient measurements of the magnitude and time-of-flight of the ion current (flux) in plasma 
plumes propagating through background gases.19295-799 Figure 1 serves to review the ion probe 
measurements and illustrate the splitting effect. 

Figure l(a) shows the ion flux arriving at d = 5 cm along the normal to a silicon target 
following 2.8 Jkm2 KrF-laser irradiation in vacuum and various helium ambient pressures. As in 
the case of YBCO penetrating through 02,192,697 the ion flux in these Si/He and Si/& studies was 
attenuated exponentially with background pressure andor  distance in general agreement with the 
simple scattering model (effective cross sections in both cases - 1  x 10-16 cm2) utilized for 
YBCO. 1,2,6,7 
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Figure 1: Ion probe current waveforms measured d = 5 cm along the nonnal from a silicon target following 2.8 
J k m 2  KrF-laser irradiation in vacuum rmd background helium ,and argon: (a i  Slowing and attenuation vs. helium 
ambient pressure (unscaled), (b) Comparison ot last and slow ion tlux arrivai at d = 5 cm through helium (200 
mTorr) and argon (80 mTorr) with that in vacuum. In addition to the slowed material. a fast component of ions 
:fives in both cases with little o r  no delay compared to the propagation in vacuum. 

At long distances and long time delays, ion probe and Fut  imaging measurements respectively 
record a decelerating, stable shock-structure which propagates in accordance with drag or shock 
models.6.7.9 However. for some pressure/distance combinations, twu distinct ion flux 
distributions are resolvable as shown in Figure l(b). 

Figure l(b) shows scaled ion fluxes measured at d = 5 cm following laser ablation of silicon 
in helium (200 mTorr) and argon (80 mTorr, dashed curve). Despite the high background 
pressures, a 'fast' component of ion tlux arrives at the detector position at d = 5 cm with little or no 
apparent slowing. A 'slow' component of material arrives much later, in coincidence with the 
arrival of the bright shock structure (3s will he shown for yttrium into argon, below). 

Variations of the shape o i  the ' F m '  component wi th  background gas. distance. and pressure 
hold clues to the fundamentals of  the scattering processes at play. These will be presented 
elsewhere. as will the various computer models and simulations which have been undertaken. In 
this paper, it is necessary to prove that the 'fist '  component contains fast plume ions (and not, for 
example, background gas ions which have been swept-up. or 'snowplowed' in front of the target 
matenail In addition. qiuinrirurii*e imaging will he introduced in support o f  rhis hypothesis. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this paper, time- and spatially-resolved optical absorption and emission spectroscopy are 
applied to determine the composition of the 'Fast' and 'slow' propagating plume components for 
single-component target ablation (yttrium) into an inert gas (argon). These measurements are 
correlated with quantitative imaging and ion probe measurements. Although the splitting effect 
appears quite general, the yttrium/argon system was chosen because optical absorption 
spectroscopy of both Y and Y+ was simultaneously possible10 and because argon is chemically 
inert. 

The experimental apparatus has been described p r e v i o ~ s l y . ~ ~ . ~ o  A cylindrical lens (fL = 500 
mm) focused the apertured 248-nm beam from a Questek 2960 KrF-excimer laser (25 ns FWHM 
pulse width) to a horizontal line (2.0 cm x 0.075 cm) on the face of a sanded yttrium (99.99%) 
pellet at an incidence angle of 30". For optical absorption spectroscopy, a pulsed ( 1.5 ps FWHM) 
Xe lamp beam (width 0.5 mm) was passed parallel to the target surface and just above a wire ion 
probe tip (floating bias -70 V with respect to its shield). The expansion of the ablated yttrium 
formed a vertical fan which expanded little along the horizontal lamp beam axis (toward the camera 
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Figure 2: Gated ICCD photographs of the total visible optical plasma emission during At = 1.00 - 1.05 ps 
following 0.8 J/cm2 KrF-laser irradiation of yttrium metal into (a) 1 x IO4 Torr and (b) 200 mTorr argon. The 
peak of the grayscale palette is normalized to 7100 'and 75000 counts, respectively. ( c )  Schematic indicating the 
side-on view of the yttrium target, mm-scale. and wire-ion probe position at d = 1.5 cm. id),(e) The Same 
photographs axe replotted with a 10-grayscale palette and equal normalization to 75000 counts for direct comparison. 
A line-profile of the emission intensity from the irradiated spot along the target normal (f) shows the correct relative 
scaling between the vacuum and background images. The inset in (f) more clearly shows the same data replotted on 
.i 0-8OOO count scale to illustrate rlie smail. Sut reso1v:tble cmihsioii in 200 rn rorr :ugon out t o  :ind beyond 1.5 cm. 

or spectrometer), so the absorption path length remained at approximately 2 cm for the two 
distances investigated here ( d  = 1.5,2.5 cm). Optical detection utilized a 1.33-meter spectrometer 
' McPherson 209. 1800 g/mm hologmphic grxing) outfitted with an intensiiiied. gated diode array 
Princeton Instruments IRY-700RB. 5-ns resolution J mu photomultipiier :uhe t Hamamatsu 

(Princeton Instruments) with variable gain. 200-820 nm response. and variable gating above 5-ns. 
Typical gated images of the visible yttrium-plume luminescence at At = 1 .0 ps in vacuum and 

200 ~ T O K  argon are shown in Figure 2(a),(b). The free expansion in vacuum iFig 23) shows 
luminescence extending to 2.0 cm. while the luminescence in argon (Fig. 2h) appears not to reach 

accommodate the bright shock structure (over lox brighter than the peak in Fig. 2a). When 
normalized to the same peak intensity, and replotted in Fig. 2(d) and 2(e) with a 10-grayscale 

same distances as in vacuum. A line profile along the normal to the irradiated spot [Fig. 2 0 1  
correctly portrays the relative intensities. 

The ion probe currents collected in vacuum and 200 mTorr argon at d = 1.5 cm are shown in 
Fig. 3(a). At this distance and pressure, the diminishing 'fast' component of the ion flux is still an 
appreciable fraction of the total signal, and is temporally well-resolved from the 'slow' component. 
In order to investigate the composition of the plume during the splitting of the ion h x ,  o tical 
absorption spectra were obtained at d = 1.5 cm at three times (1.3 us. 2.1 us. and 2.81s) 
corresponding to rimes during the first peak, shoulder, and second peak of the 200 mTorr ion ux 
in Fig. 3(a) [see diagram, Fig. 3(h)]. This spectral region for absorption was chosen because both 

11955). Fast uniltered imaging was performed wirh a gated, (ICCD), lens-coupied camera system z 
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palette, the same two images reveal luminescence extending well past the ion probe to nearly the 
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Figure 3: (a)  Ion probe current pulses measured d = 1.5 cm along the normal to an yttrium target following KrF- 
laser irradiation (0.8 J/cm2) in v;~cuum ( 1 x lo4 Torr) and 200 mTorr argon. The bimodal 200 mTorr waveform is 
plotted in correct magnitude relative to the vacuum pulse and replotted scaled by a factor of 10. The peak of the 
vacuum pulse corresponds to a current flux ot' 25 A/cmZ. Imaging and optical absorption spectroscopy were 
performed at the three times indicated in 200 mTorr argon. (b) Schematic of the side-on view of the Y-target and 
focusing sheet of KrF-irradiation, wire ion probe at d = 1.5 cm, and position of Xe-lamp beam (propagating into the 
page) used for optical absorption s ~ u o s c o p y  just above the wire probe tip. (c) Gated ICCD photographs of the 
total visible optical piasma emission during 50 ns gates at the indicated time delays following KrF-laser irradiation 
of yttrium metal into 200 mTorr argon. The times correspond to the first peak, shoulder, and second peak of the km 
probe waveform in (a). The images represent equal exposures: ( c t ( e )  utilize the grayscale palette and are 
independently normalized to 10,000,20,000, and 38,000 counts, respectively, while (0 - (h) utilize the lo-grayscale 
palette and x e  all normalized to 38,000 counts. (iMk) Time-resolved optical absorption spectra (- 2 cm optical 
path length, d = 1.5 cm, 100-spectra averaged with 200 ns gates centered at the imaged times) in 200 rnTorr argon 
show that ground-state Y+ ion lines (indicated by + dominate absorption at ic) 1.3 ps and ib) 2.1 ps (first peak. 
shoulder of ion probe signal): 358.45, 360.07. 360.19. 361.10. 362.87, 363.31 nm. Y neutral absorption becomes 
(indic. by 0 )  noticeable in the second peak of the ion probe signal as indicated in (k) 2.9 p, at 359.29. 362.09 nm. 
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Figure 4: Normalized ion probe current (IP). luminescence (lum.) intensities of Y*(410.7 nm) and Y+*(363.3 nm), 
unci opucal absorbencies (abs.) ol' Y(362.1 11m) and Y+(363.3 nm, at d = 7.5 cm tollowing 0.8 J/cm2 KrF-Wr 
irradiation of yttrium in (a) vacuum ( 1 x 104 Torr) and (b) 192 mTorr argon. Scaling factors: (a) lum: Y* (131, 
Y+*( x l), abs: Y (x 70). Y+( x 04). IP fmV/X1). tb) lum: Y* r/23), Y+'(/17.5), abs: Y fx 100). Y+( x 70). IP 
mV/81). 

nxmd-s ta te  neutral i Y) and grounu-stare ionic Y+! populations could simultaneously be 
hvestigated (ionic lines indicated by + and neutral lines indicated by o ). In addition, quantitative 
imaging was performed at the same three times and these images are again plotted in two 
representations (see figure caption) in Fip. 3(c)-3(e) and Fig. 3(t)-3(h). 

At 1.3 ps [Fig. 3(c) and 3(t]], very weak optical emission is present at the probe position 
during the first peak of the ion tlux signal. However, the optical absorption spectrum {Fig. 3(i)] 
reveals strong Y+ absorption [lines indicated by + in Figs. 3(a)-3(c)] at this time. confirming the 
penetration of target ions through the background gas at 'vacuum' velocities. At 2.1 ps (Fig. 3(d) 
and 3(g)] the steep gradient of plume luminescence has reached the probe at 1.5 cm (shoulder of 
:he ion probe current, Fig. -:(a)). T!ic peak luminescence is 1.9 times smaller :han at 1.3 ps, and 
the optical absorption spectrum is still dominated by Y+ absorption. During the second peak of the 
ion probe current at 2.9 ps. the probe is immersed in the brightest region of luminescence 
[Fi?. 3(e) and 3(h)] which is half the peak intensity o i  that at 2.1 us. In addition to the ion lines, 
?round-state neutral yttrium becomes noticcable [lines indicated bv 0 in Fig. 3 k ) ] .  

At longer distances. J sirniiar siiuaiion exists at 1ov.w p r e y e s .  i--igure 1 .shinvs a comparison 
ot' ion probe current, optical emission intensity (of Y * and Y+ ' ) , and optical absorbance (of Y and 
Y+) time dependencies at d = 2.5 cm following KrF-laser irradiation of yttrium in (a) vacuum 
{. 1 x TOIT) and tb) 122 mTorr argon. In vacuum [Fig. 4 a ) ] ,  yound-state neutrals and ions 
are found (through optical absorption) in coincidence with excited ions and neutrals (from optical 
emission) on the leading edge of the ion probe current. In background argon [Fig. 4(b)], excited 
Jnd ground-state Y+ ions dominate the first peak of the ion probe waveform. while excited and 
ground-state neutrals appear in the delayed, second distribution. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, simultaneous application of the four diagnostic techniques c o n t i m s  that a 
component of target material is transmitted through low-pressure background gases with little or no 
delay compared to vacuum. Weak optical emission from this 'fast' component originates 
principally from yttrium ions. Ground state and excited neutrals, which are present during the 
'fast' vacuum distribution. appear delayed (or depopulated) at similar times in background gases 
and are correlated principally with the bright luminescence at the slowed. second peak of the ion 
probe signai. 

a 
0, 
Ip 
0 



The data are consistent wlth scattering over extended distances in wnicn ions and atoms in the 
ablation plume undergo collisions with mean-free-paths - 1 cm at 200 mTorr. Plume material is 
retarded and lost from the 'fast' vacuum velocity distribution due to collisional momentum transfer 
with the background gas (as well as other retarded plume material). This slowed material becomes 
observable as  a distinct. second distribution only for a limited range of distances and pressures. 
Alternate explanations have been proposed, including ion-ion interactions with pre-ionized 
background gas atoms near the target surface, 11-13 however the imaging data implies interactions 
continuing at long distances from the target surface as evidenced by the plume luminescence. 

The luminescence represents populations of short-lived excited states (radiative lifetimes -10 ns 
which can be populated by a variety of collisional processes, including three-body recombination 
of ions with electrons, electron-impact excitation of ground and low-lying states of neutrals and 
ions, and collisional or radiative deactivation of Rydberg states. The luminescence intensity does 
not  necessarily correspond to the overall plume density, but is determined by velocity- or 
Lemperature-dependent m e  constants and their effects on the population kinetics of luminescent 
levels. The enhanced luminescence in the slowed 'shock region' is explained generally by 
favorable population kinetics there. The depletion of ground- and excited-state neutrals observed 
in the 'fast' distribution is more likely the result of  conversion to neutral Rydberg states or ions 
than a preferential slowing or neutrals. .A detailed experimental description of the plume 
luminescence and implications ior piume temperatures and density-redistributions, as well as 
computer simulation of the above effects. will ht: presented elsewhere. 
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